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Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 12 Aug 2019 16:24
_____________________________________

Hi everyone! I've been a fan of gye for a long time ,I've decided to join the crew and wake up
from my slumber which has been induced on me and us by the decadent society around us.
I'm here to give and get chizuk in a Torah sourced way. A Talmid Chacham advised me
personaly not to do the 12 steps(thats his personal advice to ME,whoever was advised to use it
by Daas Torah ,KOL HAKAVOD!) B"H I've had a streak of clean days, and I feel  joining such 
a  chashuva chabura will help out. Hatzlacha to all!    

 Sleepy  

 .

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by cordnoy - 08 Oct 2019 04:25
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 08 Oct 2019 00:37:

cordnoy wrote on 24 Sep 2019 18:08:

sleepy wrote on 24 Sep 2019 06:51:

thank you R 'Hhm ,from reading your enlightening posts i see how opended minded you are,
and therefore do not hesitate to reply and say as nice as it sounds,by me it doesnt /wont
work,one of the things that cause me a tzar when i see a truly pritzadiga woman is she is
flaunting in my eyes something that i desire and due to my values-religious/moral, cant
have,and therefore i MENTALLY despise her for the pain that she is giving me(those who dont
have these values gawk at her without restraint and enjoy the show,maybe they even
whistle)and for someone who can  bless is  great in MY eyes,but to expect a blessing from me
with the attitude,bless her because this that your lusting her and experiencing a discomfort is
not HER fault , but YOUR fault for for having bad attitudes,and youre such a low person for not
seeing the "person"etc,i think is not realistic, for me at least,i dont know who made up this tactic
is (and if it works for some people ,hey,go for it!)but could be blessing and prayer are cheap
things anyway which dont mean anything(i dont mean you at all c"v,)so bless them and as your
blessing them imagine them in your mind so you should know who your blessing and enjoy that
quick fanatsizing of a second, and could be thats why the lust goes away because as one is
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blessing and picturing them at least they got a mental peek.while if someone who who thinks
the way i explained doesnt allow one second of the picture to enter , not one peek,and if a
thought creeps in, well thats like the purple elephant that one should not think of,which is not his
fault.

in a nut shell , if what i wrote makes sense, i dont think anyone will expect anyone to pray for a
molester  who ruined someones life even though it may remove resentment from his heart, and
the same thing would be in the case of the women mentioned above,and again, anyone who
defends them and says ,think to yourselves  they dont mean anything, they just want fresh cool
air,you are the one who is making such an issue with your lusting mindset ,i dont think is a
realistic approach.

wouldnt it be a  wonderful thing to look at inappropiate women in the streets  or the screen and
pray for them?   i think that person would be fooling himself ( again R' Hhm, i dont mean you in
any of the ab)

Mr. Sleepy, Dov wants to know if the mechaber of this post masturbates. What should I tell him?

may i ask you why he wanted to know that?

I'm sorry, you'll need to ask him that question; I should not have interjected Dov's
thoughts/words into the conversation. Truth is, at the time, he was thinkin' of respondin' (& I
thought he'd follow up), but for some reason,  he decided not to.

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 18 Oct 2019 17:35
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 26 Sep 2019 12:17:

 those who crave engagin' in sex with silicon dolls. They need this justification, for
otherwise, there is nobody around for them to share a bed with.

Of course, there are other explanations, but this is a plausible one.

why is there no mention of silicon dolls in tefilas zaka?
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========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 18 Oct 2019 17:37
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 08 Oct 2019 04:25:

sleepy wrote on 08 Oct 2019 00:37:

cordnoy wrote on 24 Sep 2019 18:08:

sleepy wrote on 24 Sep 2019 06:51:

thank you R 'Hhm ,from reading your enlightening posts i see how opended minded you are,
and therefore do not hesitate to reply and say as nice as it sounds,by me it doesnt /wont
work,one of the things that cause me a tzar when i see a truly pritzadiga woman is she is
flaunting in my eyes something that i desire and due to my values-religious/moral, cant
have,and therefore i MENTALLY despise her for the pain that she is giving me(those who dont
have these values gawk at her without restraint and enjoy the show,maybe they even
whistle)and for someone who can  bless is  great in MY eyes,but to expect a blessing from me
with the attitude,bless her because this that your lusting her and experiencing a discomfort is
not HER fault , but YOUR fault for for having bad attitudes,and youre such a low person for not
seeing the "person"etc,i think is not realistic, for me at least,i dont know who made up this tactic
is (and if it works for some people ,hey,go for it!)but could be blessing and prayer are cheap
things anyway which dont mean anything(i dont mean you at all c"v,)so bless them and as your
blessing them imagine them in your mind so you should know who your blessing and enjoy that
quick fanatsizing of a second, and could be thats why the lust goes away because as one is
blessing and picturing them at least they got a mental peek.while if someone who who thinks
the way i explained doesnt allow one second of the picture to enter , not one peek,and if a
thought creeps in, well thats like the purple elephant that one should not think of,which is not his
fault.

in a nut shell , if what i wrote makes sense, i dont think anyone will expect anyone to pray for a
molester  who ruined someones life even though it may remove resentment from his heart, and
the same thing would be in the case of the women mentioned above,and again, anyone who
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defends them and says ,think to yourselves  they dont mean anything, they just want fresh cool
air,you are the one who is making such an issue with your lusting mindset ,i dont think is a
realistic approach.

wouldnt it be a  wonderful thing to look at inappropiate women in the streets  or the screen and
pray for them?   i think that person would be fooling himself ( again R' Hhm, i dont mean you in
any of the ab)

Mr. Sleepy, Dov wants to know if the mechaber of this post masturbates. What should I tell him?

may i ask you why he wanted to know that?

I'm sorry, you'll need to ask him that question; I should not have interjected Dov's
thoughts/words into the conversation. Truth is, at the time, he was thinkin' of respondin'
(& I thought he'd follow up), but for some reason,  he decided not to.

mr.C., i have a good idea , next time you want to ask me a personal(embarrising) question  on a
public forum  that will not lead anywhere , just say dov wants to know...

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 27 Oct 2019 14:07
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 27 Oct 2019 11:39:

herring and kichel?

Not today thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Oct 2019 17:57
_____________________________________

bagels and lox perhaps?
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========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 27 Oct 2019 18:04
_____________________________________

looks like youre off today

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 29 Oct 2019 05:55
_____________________________________

i really feel bad writing this, but maybe a toeles will come from this, ive had bad experience with
reading dovs quotes,notes.and i said no more reading his things, well last night i gave it another
try for almost an hour going through his posts , and unfortunately i came out of it with the same
decision,dov is not for me , i gave it a try.simply said ,its not for me, and i am jealous of those
who have been touched by dov and whose lives have been turned around,he no speaka my
language or i dont speak his. maybe someone here could , untwist my brain or something.but
as of now , the track that i was going on  is what ill have to humbly travel on ,and Hashem
ya'azor

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by sleepy - 29 Oct 2019 09:23
_____________________________________

of course if the above post falls into the category of breaking gye rules, which is not the
intention of this poster, i understand if the board of moderators feel the post should be deleted, i
have no complaints,all i can say is that i made a mistake and i am sorry.

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 29 Oct 2019 14:02
_____________________________________
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sleepy wrote on 29 Oct 2019 05:55:

i really feel bad writing this, but maybe a toeles will come from this, ive had bad experience with
reading dovs quotes,notes.and i said no more reading his things, well last night i gave it another
try for almost an hour going through his posts , and unfortunately i came out of it with the same
decision,dov is not for me , i gave it a try.simply said ,its not for me, and i am jealous of those
who have been touched by dov and whose lives have been turned around,he no speaka my
language or i dont speak his. maybe someone here could , untwist my brain or something.but
as of now , the track that i was going on  is what ill have to humbly travel on ,and Hashem
ya'azor

No need to be jealous. 

I can assure you that Dov is not on his high horse and is perfectly fine with whatever is thrown
at him. 

It was just too general what you wrote.

Mind to share 1 or 2 things that Dov says, which don’t sit well with you? 

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by i-man - 29 Oct 2019 14:16
_____________________________________

sounds like sleepy is trying to lure Dov back to the forum ( for a while now) Helevai we should
be so lucky , but unfortunately I don't think he will take the bait..

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by higher - 29 Oct 2019 14:28
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 29 Oct 2019 14:02:
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sleepy wrote on 29 Oct 2019 05:55:

i really feel bad writing this, but maybe a toeles will come from this, ive had bad experience with
reading dovs quotes,notes.and i said no more reading his things, well last night i gave it another
try for almost an hour going through his posts , and unfortunately i came out of it with the same
decision,dov is not for me , i gave it a try.simply said ,its not for me, and i am jealous of those
who have been touched by dov and whose lives have been turned around,he no speaka my
language or i dont speak his. maybe someone here could , untwist my brain or something.but
as of now , the track that i was going on  is what ill have to humbly travel on ,and Hashem
ya'azor

No need to be jealous. 

I can assure you that Dov is not on his high horse and is perfectly fine with whatever is thrown
at him. 

It was just too general what you wrote.

Mind to share 1 or 2 things that Dov says, which don’t sit well with you? 

who said hes jealous? maybe hes just frustrated? or maybe he does seek to give voice to those
that dont want to accept what dov says because it doesnt sit well with them either? he didnt
accuse dov of sitting on a high horse and i dont know why thats necessary to bring up.

your point about bringing something that dov says as an example is valid but there are many
reasons why a poster wouldnt want to share on a forum including but not limited to if
the objection is not what dov says but his tone-thats clearly subjective and could be hes not
comftorable sharing that. there can be other reasons, too. maybe some can involve what could
be interpreted as lashon hara. im not assuming im just putting that out there.

in general, although humor is helpful, i dont think gyes forums are about ''throwing things'' at
anyone. its about seeking support and getting help (at least a proper address). 

just my thoughts

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 29 Oct 2019 14:29
_____________________________________
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i-man wrote on 29 Oct 2019 14:16:

sounds like sleepy is trying to lure Dov back to the forum ( for a while now) Helevai we should
be so lucky , but unfortunately I don't think he will take the bait..

I know sleepy well enough to tell you that’s not his intent here. 

I wonder if sleepy can muster the power to reply to what I just asked earlier and vek fin der
slumber

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by higher - 29 Oct 2019 14:31
_____________________________________

i made a mistake bout jealous, i see he did mention that. i thought you meant in general.

i dont know sleepy so i cant comment. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by Markz - 29 Oct 2019 14:34
_____________________________________

higher wrote on 29 Oct 2019 14:28:

Markz wrote on 29 Oct 2019 14:02:

sleepy wrote on 29 Oct 2019 05:55:

i really feel bad writing this, but maybe a toeles will come from this, ive had bad experience with
reading dovs quotes,notes.and i said no more reading his things, well last night i gave it another
try for almost an hour going through his posts , and unfortunately i came out of it with the same
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decision,dov is not for me , i gave it a try.simply said ,its not for me, and i am jealous of those
who have been touched by dov and whose lives have been turned around,he no speaka my
language or i dont speak his. maybe someone here could , untwist my brain or something.but
as of now , the track that i was going on  is what ill have to humbly travel on ,and Hashem
ya'azor

No need to be jealous. 

I can assure you that Dov is not on his high horse and is perfectly fine with whatever is thrown
at him. 

It was just too general what you wrote.

Mind to share 1 or 2 things that Dov says, which don’t sit well with you? 

who said hes jealous? maybe hes just frustrated? or maybe he does seek to give voice to those
that dont want to accept what dov says because it doesnt sit well with them either? he didnt
accuse dov of sitting on a high horse and i dont know why thats necessary to bring up.

your point about bringing a point tha dov says as example is valid but there are many reasons
why a poster wouldnt want to share on a forum including but not limited to if the objection is not
what dov says but his tone-thats clearly subjective and could be hes not comftorable sharing
that. there can be other reasons to. maybe some can involve what could be interpreted as
lashon hara. im not assuming im just putting that out there.

in general, although humor is helpful, i dont think gyes forums are about ''throwing things'' at
anyone. its about seeking support and getting help (at least a proper address). 

just my thoughts

Firstly please tone it down

Secondly sleepy clearly said he’s jealous, and that’s what I responded to

========================================================================
====

Re: Wake Sleepy up!
Posted by cordnoy - 29 Oct 2019 14:43
_____________________________________

I need to go into another meetin'. Fellows, I'm the only mod that watches this forum, certainly in
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real time. I am far from perfect. There is a lot of leeway given, especially from me, as I consider
this forum as a public domain. I recently read from one of the officials here that the main mission
of GYE is to brin' people closer to God. I'm not sure if I agree or disagree, perhaps that's why
we're put in this world in general, but all I can say is please just take it easy. I don't mind if one
fellow calls another out, I think it's healthy. I will not give parameters here as to what you should
say and what you shouldn't. Some of you are holier than others. You definitely are all holier than
me. All I say is please, thanks much.

Godspeed

========================================================================
====
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